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27 Seconds.....

TWENTY SEVEN SECONDS... That is how long it takes for an ISIS or Taliban zealot to cut your
head off of your body with a hunting knife.

Imagine holding a writhing, screaming, utterly terrified, human being and cutting their living,
screaming, head off with your own hands.

That is what they do.

They do it, over and over and over because their ideology compels them to.

If you are an average American, it is impossible for you to comprehend this, yet you know that
it actually does happen all the time.

You probably also can't imagine how Jeffrey Epstein and Harvey Weinstein raped all those girls.

So who is worse?: The ISIS head cutters or the Epstein/Weinstein rapists? Is it "matter of
degrees"?

Was Hitler worse than all of them for killing all those Jews? Is that also, a "matter of
degrees"?

As you consider these horrors you must consider that these, and millions of other terrible
things were committed by people in powerful positions?

As you go through the scale of terrible things that powerful people do, is there a "worst"
thing at one end of the scale and a "not so bad terrible thing" at the other end of the scale?

Is there EVER an excuse for powerful people to get to do terrible things and get away with it?
Are zealots exempt from the law, from justice and from prosecution?

Most of these awful deed-doers had an ideology, a belief system, which allowed them to be OK
with doing the awful things they did. They existed in a world where the FBI, The Police,
Interpol and the law never came knocking on their doors.

Gavin Newsom, Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Joe Biden have a belief system but they also have
gotten hundreds of millions of dollars wired into their family bank accounts. So are they
motivated by being in their political party's ideological agenda or by getting to own mansions
and have maids and butlers?

Admittedly, Nancy Pelosi is unlikely to saw your head off. If we thought that, then everybody
would be armed with hammers when they are in San Francisco.

BUT... Pelosi, Feinstein, Reid, Biden and Newsom DO hire media assassins, they do accept stock
market bribes, they do order operatives to put companies out of business if those companies
compete with their family business. They do order Google, Facebook, Twitter and the other media
companies that they own, and get campaign cash from, to character assassinate American citizens
if they speak out. They do tell the bosses at the FBI that they will destroy their lives and
their pensions if they get investigated. They take money from, and own parts of Google,
Twitter, Facebook, Netflix, etc., and use those companies to manipulate news, information and
elections.

Pelosi, Feinstein, Reid, Biden and Newsom are WORSE than ISIS because, under the guise of
"public service" they feign an allegiance to an ideology in order to murder Democracy to pad
their own pockets! They rationalize the most evil deeds against all Americans for their own
profiteering. 

ISIS guys believe that their god told them to chop off heads. 
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The only God that Pelosi, Feinstein, Reid, Biden and Newsom believe in is Goldman Sachs!


